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The effects of trade liberalization and trade integration can be seen in many

developing countries around the world. While freer trade can be said to create benefits

from efficient allocation of resources, it does not ensure that gains from trade will be

allocated equitably in a society. Nor does it ensure the preservation of natural resources.

By estimating the set of reduced-form equations based on the study of Grossman and

Krueger (1995), we calculated the relationship between environmental, employment,

health, and Foreign Direct Investment factors and economic growth in Mexico and

found that the effects of the North American Free Trade Agreement on Mexican

sustainable and human development are ambiguous. The overall environmental

degradation in Mexico caimot be considered a direct result of NAFTA integration

because the eroded environmental conditions began well before 1994 and present a

mixed picture thereafter. Moreover, NAFTA may well have produced some positive
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impacts on human development and employment in Mexico. Employment in service

industries has increased since 1994, although higher percentages of better educated

workers are unemployed. Education and health standards also show some improvement,

but the sheer expansion of the Mexican economy due to globalization probably accounts

for most of it. Most worrisome is the persistence of unemployment and extreme income

inequality in Mexican society. Contrary to our expectations, therefore, NAFTA does not

create solely negative impacts on the environment in Mexico, and, surprisingly, it has

produced some positive outcomes for human development. Ultimately, however, the

Mexican government must take more responsibility in pursuing human and sustainable

development. Trade expansion and economic growth cannot by themselves guarantee

continuous improvement in environmental conditions or in overall human welfare in

Mexico.

All our conclusions, however, are tenuous in that we encountered severe

problems both in the data and in the statistical results. Perhaps the most significant

discovery of this research is the need to question data sources and to doubt

contradictory or inconsistent statistical findings.
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The Effects of North American Free Trade Agreement on Sustainable and
Human Development in Mexico

CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

According to capitalist economics, freer trade promotes economic growth and

enhances the wealth of a state. Although this is true in some cases, the relationship

between trade and human development is less clear. Free trade is neither necessary nor

sufficient to improve human development. This is because human development

requires expanding choices and opportunities, especially for the poor (UNDP, 2003, p.

21). According to the United Nations Development Programme, "the ultimate aim of

development is not to create more wealth or to achieve higher growth. It is to expand

the range of choices for every human being. Thus human development is concerned

with enlarging choices and enhancing their outcomesand with advancing basic

human freedoms and rights" (UNDP, 2003, p.22). As Aristotle once said "wealth is

evidently not the good we are seeking, for it is merely useful and for the sake of

something else" (UNDP, 1990, p. 20). Trade liberalization does not always ensure

improved welfare for a country or a higher level of well being for its population,

especially if it is a developing country. The effects of trade liberalization can be seen

in many countries around the world. While rich countries benefit from freer trade

because of their comparative advantage in manufacturing goods, the consequences of

free trade for poor countries are questionable (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003). The
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North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) offers useful insights into this

question.

NAFTA entered into effect on January 1, 1994, with the stated intent of

promoting economic cooperation among Canada, the United States, and Mexico. More

specifically, the purposes of NAFTA are: "to strengthen the special bonds of

friendship and cooperation among nations; to contribute to the harmonious

development and expansion of world trade...; to create an expanded and secure

market for the goods and services produced in their territories...; to create new

employment opportunities and improve working conditions and living standards in

their respective territories; to undertake each of the preceding in a maimer consistent

with environmental protection and conservation; to preserve their flexibility to

safeguard the public welfare; to promote sustainable development; to strengthen the

development and enforcement of environmental laws and regulations; and to protect,

enhance and enforce basic workers' rights" (NAFTA Secretariat, 2003, p. 5).

NAFTA is also intended to create a positive perspective on free trade and

economic integration in other developing countries. This is so because Mexico as a

developing nation in NAFTA can show that entering into such an arrangement with

developed countries can be beneficial. From a strictly economic point of view,

NAFTA may well contribute to Mexican economic growth and higher per capita

income. Mexican Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Income (GNI)

per capita are, in fact, significantly increasing. When NAFTA began in 1994, Mexican

GDP and GNI per capita were 421.7 billion US dollars and 4,600 US dollars,



respectively. By 2000, GDP and GM per capita were 581.4 billion US dollars and

5,110 US dollars, respectively. The Mexican economy expanded further from 2003 to

2004. GDP and GNI per capita in 2003 were 639.1 billion and 6,290 US dollars, and

in 2004 they grew to 676.5 billion and 6,770 US dollars, respectively (World

Development Indicator Database, 2005, online).

Mexico GDP
(Billion US dollars)

GNI per capita
(US dollars)

[1994 421.7 4,600

I
2000

I

581.4 5,110

639.1 T6,290

2004 676.5 6,770

Table 1: Mexican GDP and GNI per capita in 1994, 2000, 2003, and 2004

From these data, it can be concluded that NAFTA created an improvement in

Mexican GDP and economic wealth.

On the other hand, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) has reported that Mexico's gross enrollment ratios of

primary education to secondary and tertiary education have not met expectations since

entering the NAFTA trade integration (UNESCO, 2003, p. 3) In 1985, the primary

gross enrollment ratio was 117.6 percent, while the secondary and tertiary gross

enrollments ratios were 56.5 and 15.9 percent, respectively. One of NAFTA's

Gross Enrollment Ratios (GER) represents percentages of children in school. GER is the number of
students enrolled in a given level of education regardless of age, expressed as a percentage of the
population in the relevant age group for that level of education. The ideal of GER is 100% but ratios
greater than 100 can occur when there are a high number of overaged students in that level. A high
(greater than 100) gross enrollment ratio can be an indication of inefficiencies in the educational
system.
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principal purposes is to improve the living standard of the Mexican people, but by

2000 the primary, secondary, and tertiary gross enrollment ratios, which are good pre-

indicators of living standards, had not improved as much as had been expected. They

were 110.3, 73.5, and 20.5 percent, respectively (UNESCO, 2003, p. 3). The

secondary and tertiary gross enrollments were increasing but not as significantly as

they did in some other developing countries. For example, Thailand in 2000 had gross

enrollment ratios in secondary and tertiary education of 82.8 and 38.8 percent, both

higher than Mexico's, even though Thai GDP and GNI per capita were far lower than

Mexico's, only 122.7 billion and 2,010 US dollars, respectively. Lederman, Maloney,

and Servén (2005, p. 2) also suggest that "NAFTA is not enough. Hopes that Mexico

would make bigger strides in catching up to the U.S. were diminished by under-

investment in education, innovation and infrastructure, as well as low institutional

quality a term covering accountability, regulatory effectiveness, control of corruption

and related issues."

Mexico Gross Enrollment Ratios (percent)

Tprimary Secondary rTertiary
[Th85

j
117.6 56.5

2000 110.3 73.5 20.5

Table 2: Mexican Gross Enrollment Ratios ofprimary, secondary, and tertiary
education in 1985 and 2000

Income inequality is another grave problem in Mexican society. This is, in

part, because most of the developed and competitive regions and sectors have

benefitted from trade liberalization, but other regions and sectors, which are "lagging
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behind," have not benefitted and are unable to compete with U.S. and Canadian

companies (World Bank Report, 2004, p. 1-15). As a result, Mexican income

inequality remains high. The Centre for Social and Economic Studies reports the

proportion of income, in 1996, going to the poorest 20 percent and to the richest 20

percent was 4.79 and 52.63 percent, respectively. In 2004, it was 4.0 and 55.0 percent,

respectively.

The health issue is also crucial in assessing standard of living. Mexican life

expectancy at birth in 2003 was 73.6 years, while in the United States and Canada it

was 77 and 79.3 years, respectively. Furthermore, in 2003 the infant mortality rate per

1,000 live births in Mexico was 23, while in the United States it was only 6.9.

With regard to environmental impacts, the average annual deforestation rate in

Mexico was 1.1 percent in 2003, while in the United States it was -0.2 percent and in

Canada 0.0 percent. In other low and middle-income countries, average annual

deforestation rates were only 0.3 percent (World Development Indicator Database,

2005, online).

It appears that NAFTA, rather than resolving, is exacerbating the problems of

human development, income inequality, and degradation of the environment in

Mexico. Clearly, it is doubtful that NAFTA is really successful in terms of sustainable

development.

Along the lines suggested by the preceding analysis, this thesis will examine

the effects of economic integration and globalization in Mexico by surveying Mexican

political economic history before and after NAFTA. Then, we will focus on the effects



of NAFTA on human development by looking at employment and health issues. We

will also inspect the change in the disparity in incomes and analyze its causes and

effects. Environmental degradation will be the last issue that we will examine.

More specifically, some of the questions that we hope to answer include: how

trends in the Human Development Index (HDI) and the Gini coefficient have changed

after NAFTA integration and what interrelationship those changes might have; how

much environmental degradation has occurred in Mexico in proportion to its industrial

output; and the role of international institutions and the Mexican government in

devising policies for solving these problems. Our general expectation is that, whatever

quantitative improvements NAFTA may have brought, its contributions to sustainable

development and human development are minimal to negative.
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CHAPTER TWO

In order to understand the effects of NAFTA and free trade on Mexican

sustainable and human development, we will begin with a review of Mexican political

and economic history from 1940. Not only the Neoliberal view affects Mexican

political economy, globalization of the world economy also had a huge influence on

the Mexican government's decisions to enter the GATT and NAFTA.

Mexican political and economic history

NAFTA participation and the free trade agreements between the United States

and Mexico were an important step for economic restructuring programs in Mexico.

The Mexican government pursued economic liberalization and export-led growth

policies after the debt crisis and the failure of import substitution strategies in 1982

(Hogenboom, 1998, p. 19; Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 265-274). The focus of this

thesis lies on the sexeniosix-year presidential periodof President Carlos Salinas

de Gortari (1988-1994) and after 1994, when Mexico faced the Peso crisis and joined

the NAFTA trade integration.

The Mexican government pursued Import Substitution Industrialization (1ST)

during the period of 1940-1970. At that time, nearly all Latin America countries

adopted the ISI model as their form of state-led capitalism, in other words,

Keynesianism. Hogenboom (1998) argues that the main objective of Mexico in using

1ST was to stimulate and protect national industrial sectors that produced for domestic

markets. The success of the 1ST strategy faltered, especially after the end of World



War II, when foreign imports began to flow again, because Latin American firms

were too small and technologically inferior to compete with Northern exporters. Using

protectionism for manufactured goods, the ISI policies created inefficiencies in both

private and state-owned businesses and squeezed the agricultural sectors for support of

domestic industrialization. The domestic markets, however, were too small and could

not operate at efficient economies of scale. The Mexican government, therefore,

subsidized the development of manufacturing industries in concert with foreign

enterprises (Hogenboom, 1998, p. 27; Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 266-267). This

process has been called "transnationalization." The creation of the maquiladora

program in 1965 was a major step towards the transnationalization of production in

Mexico. The main incentive for this program was the liberalization of US customs

regulations in 1962 and the end of the US policy permitting temporary Mexican

agricultural labor in 1964. This program encouraged the export of manufactured parts

and products from the Mexican border region to the United States with taxes and

custom fees only on the value added (Fernández Jilberto and Hogenboom, 1996, p.

144; Rosenburg, 2006, online).

The main ISI development objective was to substitute domestic products for

imports of manufacturing goods. Mexico, however, was actually indecisive about

transnationalization of production. This is because at that time Mexico was already a

host country to several Multinational Corporations (MNCs), and Mexico clearly

benefited from Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in industries that depend on the use of

modern technology. In the late l970s, more than 50 percent of total manufacturing



production and about 65 percent of intermediate and durable goods production were

generated by FDI (Weintraub, 1990, p. 100-103). The MNCs benefited from Mexican

tariff and non-tariff barriers, from the protected domestic markets, and from

government subsidies, while the maquiladora sectors benefited from the comparative

advantage of cheap Mexican labor. Thus, Mexico experienced significant growth rates

since the middle of the 1980s (Sklair, 1992, p. 91). Moreover, after the late 1980s the

maquiladora sectors changed their production patterns to become more capital-and

high technology intensive.

Since 1985, the Mexican government increasingly reduced constraints on

foreign direct investment as well as trade because of "the growing expectations of the

role of [foreign] capital for economic growth through technological innovation and

international competitiveness" (Hogenboom, 1998, p. 28). Mexico entered GATT in

1986, and NAFTA in 1994 further affected the economic liberalization policies. Tariff

and non-tariff barriers were reduced from 100 percent to 20 percent in 1990 (Lustig,

1992, p. 177-180). Two main reasons for Mexico's pursuit of trade liberalization are

the globalization of the world economy, i.e., trade blocs, and the intense competition

for capital among developing nations. Moreover, Hogenboom (1998, p. 29) argues

that, by entering GATT and NAFTA, Mexican politicians had an opportunity to

change the structure of the country's trade liberalization policies.

In the 1 970s, large amounts of financial capital entered Mexico due to its large

oil reserves and the stagnation of industrial growth. The Mexican government

borrowed massively abroad and increased its petroleum sales to sustain the domestic
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economy. This increased Mexican public foreign debt from 6.7 billion US dollars in

1971 to 33.8 billion US dollars in 1980 (Lustig, 1992, P. 23). The Mexican debt

service costs increased as a result of rising interest rates caused by a restrictive

monetary policy in the United States. Moreover, oil prices fell world wide in the early

1 980s. Mexico, therefore, experienced a decline in foreign currency income, which

produced the 1982 Mexican debt crisis. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)

played an important role in debt renegotiations along with economicmeasures

(structural adjustment) demanded for any additional lending from commercial banks

and Western governments, especially the US government. This was mostly because

the US government wanted to protect its huge portfolio investments in Mexico

(Weintraub, 1990, p. 138-141, 152). The disadvantage of the dependency onUS

investment is that it makes the Mexican economy more vulnerable to US recessions,

financial policies, and financial crises (Hogenboom, 1998, p. 31; Ortiz, 1994, p. 168-

170; Weintraub, 1990, p. 105).

Under IMF pressure, the Mexican government started to restructure its

financial and government policies (structural adjustment) in 1985. This began with

cutting government subsidies and selling of some state-owned enterprises, known as

paraestatales. This structural change represented a dismantling of the 1ST program.

The World Bank and the IMF started to pressure Mexico by proposing trade

liberalization as a condition for a 500 million US dollar loan. The domestic political

elites did not favor Neoliberal restructuring and economic liberalization, but in 1985

President de la Madrid accelerated structural change, including a liberalization of trade
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regulations and a reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers (Cronin, 1994, P. 20-25;

Centeno, 1994, p. 72).

The transnationalization of Mexico under President Salinas in 1988 as well as

its entry into NAFTA in 1994 have shifted its regional position from a Latin American

towards a North American posture. While NAFTA integration has a huge impact on

Mexico, the importance of Mexico to the United States is significant more from the

vantage point of political, economic, and social stability in the Mexican domestic

situation (Hogenboom, 1998, P. 34; Whitehead, 1991, p. 256).

The Neoliberal agenda of economic liberalization was pushed by the

technocratic political elites during the sexenios of President de la Madrid and Salinas,

following the 1982 debt crisis. International institutions, such as the World Bank and

the IMF, also actively pushed Mexico towards a policy of liberalization. The result

was that transnationalization of economic and political ideologies took place after the

early 1 980s in Mexico, specifically under President Salinas (Centeno and Maxfield,

1992, p. 78).

The failure of the 1ST model and macroeconomic mismanagement during the

1 970s and earlier along with irresponsible lending by big international banks flush

with petro dollars created the 1982 debt crisis in Mexico. The economic restructuring

was initiated under President de Ia Madrid (1982-1988) and consolidated by President

Salinas (1988-1994). During President de la Madrid's term, he attempted to privatize

small paraestatales because he believed that a sudden shift in economic principles

might cause "wide-scale popular suffering" (Hogenboom, 1998, p. 38). After joining
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GATT in 1986, President de Ia Madrid promoted trade liberalization by cutting

subsidies and tariff and non-tariff barriers. Compared to President de la Madrid,

President Salinas's liberalization plan was more explicit with respect to Neoliberal

models. By using an Export Led Industrialization (ELI) strategy, he increased

production efficiency and created a more rational allocation of resources (Lustig,

1992, p. 3). Furthermore, the new economic strategy decreased the economic role of

the state, therefore, reducing government subsidies and inefficiency.

The debt renegotiation under the Brady Plan and loans from the World Bank,

the IMF, Japan, and Western commercial banks encouraged the Mexican government

to open for freer trade. Hogenboom (1998, p. 40) and Aspe (1993, p. 180) argue that

the privatization program was an important element of the Neoliberal restructuring of

the Mexican economy. Under President Salinas, major transfers ofparaestatales took

place, which shifted the state's economic power to large national companies. The

privatizations strengthened the ELI strategy (Teichman, 1993, p. 187).

President Salinas concentrated on strengthening Mexico's external economic

ties, and trade liberalization led to GATT and NAFTA membership. The Mexican

entry into NAFTA reflected the restructuring of economic policies under President

Salinas and the trade and financial liberalization of Mexico (Fernández Jilberto and

Hogenboom, 1998, p. 115-149; Teichman, 1993, p.178).
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CHAPTER THREE

There are many approaches that we can use to examine our hypotheses of the

relationship between NAFTA and Mexican sustainable and human development. In

this chapter, we will try to understand the qualitative approaches of international

political economy and economics of free trade. Both of these perspectives are

generally based on the Liberal idea that freer trade generates benefits to all participants

in the market.

Approaches to International Political Economy

In the globalization era, international politics and international economics

intertwine deeply with each other. The result is that it is difficult to understand the

relationship between politics and economics in the international arena from a strictly

political or economic perspective. International political economy, therefore, is an

approach that tries to promote a greater understanding of and insight into the

intersections between political and economic relationships in world affairs. The most

general point of international political economy is the relationship of the world

economy to the power politics among states (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 6; Tabb,

2004, p. 39). Moreover, the international military and political power of a nation

largely depends on its economy. Lairson and Skidmore (2003, p. 6) argue that "both a

nation's technological prowess and its ability to turn its new developments into

profitable products and implements of war are central to the nation gaining its

objectives in the international arena." International competition, therefore, has been
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defined by strong interactions among economic, military, technological, and

political processes.

There are three broad perspectives within international political economy:

Liberalism, Mercantilism, and Radicalism. The different implications of those

perspectives can give international political economists an insight for organizing

political-economic relations and determining who wins and who loses in the market.

hdividuals and groups who control different kinds of resources and opportunities have

different preferences about "how the world should be arranged" (Lairson and

Skidmore, 2003, p. 11). Liberalism, also known as neoclassical thinking, emphasizes

the virtues of free markets and trade from the economic philosophies of Adam Smith

and David Ricardo. The most important tenet of Liberalism is the idea that all

participants in a system of free trade and free markets are beneficiaries. Liberals have

a somewhat negative view of government, and they never seem to understand the role

of politics and power in creating and conditioning markets in the interests of powerful

groups. They argue that government spending and intervention reduce liberty and

harm economic efficiency. Neo-liberals broadly assert the positive impact of free

markets, international interdependence, and the possibilities for international

cooperation (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 12; Stubbs and Underhill, 2000, p. 13-

14), still overlooking how concentrated wealth inevitably leads to the disproportionate

political power of some groups over others.

Mercantilism, or Realism, on the other hand, emphasizes the importance of

nations and power for economic issues. The Mercantilist perspective is "an aspect of
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nationalism" (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, P. 12). Therefore, Mercantilists prefer

governments to manipulate markets in order to capture special benefits for their

nations. Governments judge policies and actions on the basis of the need to preserve

and enhance the power and prosperity of the nation. Contrary to the Liberals' view,

Mercantilists assert that the gains of one nation usually come at the expense of others.

Because economic capabilities make a major contribution to military and political

influence, power and politics are always a part of economic interests. Lairson and

Skidmore (2003, p. 13) point out that the privileges enjoyed by certain interest groups

frequently are the result of economic and nation-centered views, which undermine

cooperation among nations. Stubbs and Underhill (2000, P. 10) support this argument

by emphasizing that Realists assume the primacy of the political over the economic

domain and that domestic and international affairs are separate from each other.

The third perspective, Radicalism, draws its ideas from Marxist theory on

political economy, focusing on the connection between the social and economic

structures of the capitalist economic system. Radicals argue that the system of national

and international capitalism biases economic outcomes to the benefit of certain social

classes within nations. They pinpoint how capitalism reinforces inequality between

different social classes in a country and between rich and poor states. In this view,

economic power and political power both affect the distribution of economic benefits

in the society (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 12; Stubbs and Underhill, 2000, p. 15).

Dependency Theory or dependent development is one important variation of

Radicalism that was developed and used in the late 19 SOs in Latin America. Dos
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Santos (1971, P. 226) defines dependency as "an historical condition which shapes a

certain structure of the world economy such that it favors some countries to the

detriment of others and limits the development possibilities of the subordinate

economies.. .a situation in which the economy of a certain group of countries is

conditioned by the development and expansion of another economy, to which their

own is subjected." Three features of these definitions of dependency merit emphasis.

First, dependency characterizes the international system as comprised of two sets of

nationscore and periphery states. The dominant states are the advanced industrial

nations, and the dependent states are those of Latin America, Asia, and Africa.

Second, external forces such as MNCs, international markets, and foreign assistance

are very important to the economic activities within the dependent states. Third, the

relationship between dominant and dependent states is dynamic because the

interactions between them not only reinforce but also intensify the unequal patterns

(Ferraro, 1996, p. 2; Larrain, 1989, p. 1-17). Poor countries, thus, exported primary

commodities to the rich nations, who then manufactured products out of those

commodities and sold them back with value added to poor countries. The solution that

was pursued in the Latin America countries was to embark on 1ST strategies, so they

did not need to purchase the manufactured goods from developed nations.

Because of the dynamics of global interdependence, international political

economists find that markets do not always work, states still have influence although

less than before, and various actors in the international arena are able to manipulate

markets. The operation of markets is embedded in power relationships, which, in turn,
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result from economic and political factors. In considering NAFTA and trade

integration, the policy makers significantly based their policies on Liberalist

perspectives. While the United States obviously benefits from lower costs of

production gained by moving production plants to Mexicolower labor cost,

decreased regulation, Mexican market access, and lower price of raw materials

benefits to Mexico are less clear. This is because Western perspectives of trade

integration and trade liberalization ignore the area of greatest weakness for Liberalism

and Mercantilism: the inequality they generate. Free trade creates losers and winners

in the market economy. Even though trade liberalization increases production and

consumption efficiency, the process exacerbates the struggle for and concentration of

wealth and power. Raw material sectors in Mexico, which usually are lagging behind,

are worse off, while competitive manufacturing sectors are fueling the economic

growth. Moreover, the cost of environmental degradation is not included in the

process of calculating the benefits of free trade and industrialization in Mexico.

Economic theory of free trade

The study of international trade emphasizes the gains from trade and trade

liberalization. This is because the interrelatedness among countries creates economic

growth and increases income and standards of living. There are three different

perspectives on international trade. One perspective asserts that imports and trade are

not beneficial for the domestic economy. This is the Radicals' view from the

international political economy perspective. Another view, that favored by

Mercantilists, is that if one country gains through trade, the other country must lose,



which is called a "zero-sum game." The last perspective is that all countries gain

mutually from trade, which economists would call a "positive-sum game" (Markusen,

etal., 1995, p. 61). This is the Liberal perspective on free trade, in which all

participants will be better off. However, Markusen, et al. (1995) argue that "not all

individuals within a country will necessarily benefit from trade." According to

economic theory, "while a country's total income is increased by trade, gains may be

unevenly distributed to the point where some individuals or groups are worse off'

(Markusen, et al., 1995, p. 61). Another Mercantilist view sees trade as a sort of

weapon used to enrich countries, in the belief that the nation will be better off by

exporting more than it imports.

If trade is unrestricted, the Liberal insists, production will take place where it is

most efficient, and all nations will benefit. The allocation of resources is the most

efficient because of the specialization of labor. Lairson and Skidmore (2003, p. 18)

point out that economists focus their ideas on the benefits and costs of free trade from

economic efficiency. Consumers also benefit from the lowest price of goods.

However, they focus less on the political costs of the economic adjustments that

people must make to satisfy the demands of free trade. Countries differ in their ability

to produce goods. A state has an absolute advantage if it can produce a good at a lower

cost than another state can. The benefits of absolute advantage can be measured by the

increase in total output and additional consumption in both countries. This concept can

be illustrated very easily with some assumptions: say, two countries, Mexico and the

United States, and two products, wheat and computers. Workers in each country are
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better at producing one good than the other, which can be seen from the per-worker

production of each good.

[T [Wheat [te
I I

(bushels/worker)
1

(machines/worker)

co 1200
Utatesj 100

Table 3: Production of wheat and computers per worker in Mexico and the United
States

Clearly, Mexico has an absolute advantage in wheat, whereas the United States

has an absolute advantage in producing computers. Suppose that each country has 200

workers. If both countries devote half of their workforce to each good and avoid trade,

they will obtain the following output:

Wheat Computers
(bushels) (machines)

Mexico 20,000 15,000

[The United States iO,000[ 25,000
Total output [30,000 1 40,000

Table 4: Output of wheat and computers in Mexico and the United States with the
allocation of 100 workers for each good

These figures help reveal the benefits of specialization and trade. Mexico can

produce 200 bushels of wheat per worker, and the United States can produce 250

computers per worker. If each country shifts all of its workers into the production of

the good that it produces best, the total output of both will increase. Mexico will

produce 40,000 bushels of wheat by itse1f, and the United States will produce 50,000
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computers. Then trade can take place at the rate of four bushels of wheat for every

five computers, and both countries will be better off

Wheat Computers
(bushels) (machmes)

Mexico rooö[ 0

The Umted States 0 50,000

Total output 40,000

Table 5: Output of wheat and computers in Mexico and the United States when
Mexico specializes in producing wheat and the United States produces only
computers

Mexico and the United States will end up with more wheat and computers in

this specialization scenario than if they try to produce both commodities by

themselves.

Economists also argue that both states can benefit even if one country is

inferior in the production of both goods (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 18-22;

Markusen et al., 1995, p. 68-70; Krugman and Obstfeld, 2003, p. 10-14). This

fundamental concept in international trade theory is called comparative advantage. As

long as the inferior state has a comparative advantage in one good over the other, trade

still can be beneficial to both countries. Assuming that the Mexico-U.S. production

capacities are as follows:
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Wheat Computers
(bushels/worker) (machines/worker)

Mexico 100 200[te300
Table 6: Production of wheat and computers per worker in Mexico and the United

States

Clearly, the United States' workers have absolute advantages in the production

of both wheat and computers. But, because Mexico is not equally inferior in the

production of both goods, the benefits from trade are still available. The trade-off in

transferring resources from the production of computers to wheat is 4:1 for the United

States, whereas it is only 2:1 for Mexico. This comparative advantage in Mexico can

be used to make trade beneficial for both countries. Comparative advantage can be

observed in the difference between the cost of producing goods at home and the cost

of purchasing them from the other country. Economists measure these costs in terms

of the ratios of production capabilities. From the example, the cost of producing wheat

in Mexico is only two units of computers, while the cost of producing wheat in the

United States is four units of computers. Mexican domestic cost of producing each

unit of computers is one-half unit of wheat, but the United States should be willing to

trade computers at one unit of computers per one-quarter unit of wheat. Mexico is

better off paying the United States' price for computers, and the United States is better

off paying the Mexican price for wheat.

When David Ricardo first explained the benefits of free trade, he assumed "a

world of simple national firms and a fixed distribution of the factors of production,
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where large firms have no cost advantages over small ones and trade is mostly

exchanging manufactured goods for agricultural goods" (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003,

p. 21). In the global interdependence era, however, comparative advantage is not only

derived from fixed natural endowments, but it also comes from new technologies,

skills, and innovations that enhance nations' capabilities to compete in international

markets.

On the other hand, Radicals and Mercantilists have raised arguments against

free trade and the Liberals' views. They argue that specialization may not produce

economic development. Moreover, it creates income inequality and social

underdevelopment. In the Mexican experiences with NAFTA, for instance,

competitive Mexican industries benefit from NAFTA trade integration because of

their absolute and comparative advantages in wages and raw materials. Contrarily,

income inequality significantly increases between competitive and uncompetitive

sectors. The Liberals' view of free trade, which the Mexican government currently

pursues, indeed benefits the overall Mexican economy, but it does not ensure the well

being of the entire Mexican population, which is the criterion of development rather

than mere growth.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The last two important perspectives of international political economy are

globalization and sustainable development. This is because globalization is, in effect,

the engine of the world economy nowadays. Moreover, the international arena is

currently recognizing sustainable development as the key for long term economic and

human development.

Globalization

There are both positive and negative views concerning globalization in

international affairs. On one hand, globalization means rising levels of involvement in

the world economy; increasing interdependence; the establishment of global markets,

prices, and production; and the diffusion of tecimology and ideas (Lairson and

Skidmore, 2003, p. 102; Tabb, 2004, p. 58-60). However, Kenichi Ohmae (1993, p.

78) defines globalization as a process that "represents no genuine, shared, community

of economic interests; it defines no meaningful flows of economic activity. in fact, it

overlooks the true linkages and synergies among often disparate populations by

combining important measures of human activity at the wrong level of analysis." The

global economy faces an explosion of international transactions in money and trade,

declines in the cost of transportation and communication, and significant technological

developments. States, however, encounter new constraints in managing such factors

as their economies; domestic political conflict; new forms of production relationships

among transnational firms and of economic integration; and hostility and cooperation
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among states and various other actors who participate in the international arena

(Tabb, 2004, P. 39-42; Gupta, 1997, p. 1-11; Porritt, 2005, p. 11-14).

Economic globalization, including finance and trade, does not automatically

translate into political globalization. This is because political globalization is a

transformation of politics itself, one that can undermine the domestic autonomy and

political effectiveness of a nation. Competition and "marketization" without state

intervention and the necessary social arrangements undermine the capacity of political

and social forces within a state to resist the negative consequences of globalization,

which creates social fragility and reduces national autonomy (Stubbs and Underhill,

2000, p. 300).

Financial globalization means that money moves quickly in large volume and

with few restrictions across national borders. David Andrews (1994, p. 197) argues

that "international capital mobility systematically constrains state behavior by

rewarding some actions and punishing others." Financial capital will respond to

conditions between countries and currencies judged only by profitability. Increased

power to capital has significant political and economic consequences because global

capital flows penalize nations whose economic policies are different from those of the

rest of the world (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 114; Tabb, 2004, p. 141-184).

Liberal claims for the advantages of free markets have been eroded by

globalization because it unquestionably generates losers and winners in the

international market. Evidence can be seen in different Mexican economic sectors.

The Mexican government, with its Liberal views, embraces free market operations for
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higher economic growth and incomes. The results are that holders of mobile capital

and high-skill laborers gain their profits and bargaining power from NAFTA. On the

other hand, those sectors whose resources are unrelated to knowledge and information

are worse off, with decreasing incomes relative to the others. Nevertheless, the more

efficient use of resources on a global scale may generate gains for all, in the Liberal

view. Mercantilists, in contrast, argue that states and national economies are

paramount. Therefore, interdependence and cooperation between countries should not

mean a shifting of power from states to markets. Radicals claim that the globalization

process is harmful because it undercuts the regulatory powers of governments and

permits Multinational Corporations (MNCs) to mistreat workers, harm the

environment, and destroy domestic job opportunities (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p.

130).

Globalization, hence, creates both positive and negative impacts on Mexico.

On one hand, globalization increases interdependence within the world's economy,

especially between the United States and the Mexican economies. Huge international

transactions in money and trade make the Mexican economy more vulnerable to the

global business cycle. The Mexican government encounters new constraints in

securing their political and economic development because more actors participate in

the economy. On the other hand, the declining cost of transportation and

communication benefits Mexico greatly, as does the diffusion of modem technology.

More efficient production can take place in the globalization era along with

technological development in Mexico.
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Sustainable Development

The World Bank defines sustainable development as a process of "securing a

growth path that provides for the needs of the present generation without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (UN

Brundtland Commission, 1987, p. 24; Baker, 2006, p. 18-25). Trade liberalization, on

the other hand, seeks only to increase standards of living and income from full

employment through the expansion of world production and trade. It is becoming

increasingly evident, however, that free trade advocacy institutions like the World

Trade Organization (WTO) simply cannot ignore environmental protection and

preservation in the twenty-first century because the cost of unsustainable development

is clearly demonstrated in developing countries. Those costs are both human and

social as well as economic; for example, unsustainable development leads to an

increase in health problems from air and water pollution, to environmental degradation

and the loss of environmental services, and to a decrease in the productivity of labor

(Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 419-424; Torado and Smith, 2003, p. 195-220; Gillis

et al., 1996, p. 68-98, 155-190). Nevertheless, when developed countries try to

embrace sustainable development with trade policies, developing countries often feel

that they have been discriminated against by such policies (Sampson, 2005, p. 5;

Hoekman et al., 2002, p. 483-5 16), for instance, in the Shrimp-Turtle case between the

United States and Mexico. Sampson (2005, p. 289) points out that the WTO rules and

sustainable development must mutually support each other because, by establishing

fair and balanced rules for trade with sustainable development perspectives, the global
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trading system will both protect the environment and promote sustainable

development as well as an open and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system.

Thus, even though the WTO objectives are ostensively to promote trade

liberalization and sustainable development, free trade does not automatically lead to

sustainable development. Trade expansion usually causes "an anti-environmental/anti-

social force driven by the desire for increased profits, jobs, consumption and

production" in Third world nations (Sampson, 2005, p. 55). It appears, therefore, that

trade liberalization can neither eliminate poverty nor promote sustainable

development. While industrialized nations might be able to handle the social and

political challenges, such as inequality of income and opportunities and political

disruption, by improving human capital along with raw material capital in sustainable

ways, developing countries still cannot afford to do so. Moreover, the lack of political

awareness, education, social networks, and effective legal systems within developing

countries are obstacles that have to be overcome (De Soto, 2000, p. 1-14). In market-

based economies, negative environmental externalities from economic activities can

decrease social welfare because of overexploitation of natural resources and the

market failure to define correctly the costs of environmental degradation. And, not

only are the market and free trade unable to capture the environmental degradation

they cause in monetary terms, they cannot ensure an equal distribution of income and

welfare throughout society.

From developing countries' perspective, sustainable development policies

applied by the WTO are a form of disguised protectionism in which a developing state



is expected to adjust its labor and environmental standards to meet the standards of

industrialized states, but such expectations, they claim, erode national sovereignty.

The Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) established by the WTO has been

proposing a win-win situation in the international trade arena to seek a compromise on

the objections from developing countries. The CTE argues that developed nations

'win' when they reduce trade restrictions for developing countries, and developing

countries 'win' when their exports grow from improved international market access,

although they need to include more environmentally friendly measures in their

production techniques to meet the developed nation's environmental standards. There

are three points that need to be considered in the CTE's proposal. First, the benefits

from reducing trade restrictions in industrialized nations have been widely studied, but

the outcomes for developing nations have yet to be fully examined. Moreover, not all

trade measures in developed nations endanger the environment. In many cases,

government subsidies are encouraging the use of environmentally friendly technology

and production processes. Lastly, removing trade restrictions is hardly a solution to

environmental quality improvement in developing nations (Sampson, 2005, p. 58;

Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 326-328; Grossman and Krueger, 1995, p. 354). In my

view, it is unlikely that developing nations will accept the CTE and the WTO policies

because they simply cannot afford to divert capital to suchin the short-run--

unproductive purposes.

One possibility that developing countries could pursue is to seek sustainable

development for nationalistic reasons rather than following the Western free-market
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economic model. From a Western economic perspective, natural resources are

infiniteor at least infinitely substitutablehence they are taken for granted in

working toward human progress. Developing countries' cunent constraints for

development, however, are not the same as those the developed countries faced.

Examples include global environmental degradation, energy shortages, and the high

price of oil. Moreover, developing nations need to improve their human capital rather

than raw material capital for long-term development. Lairson and Skidmore (2003, p.

313-338) argue that developing states can improve human capital by attracting Foreign

Direct Investment (FDI) and Multinational Corporations (MNCs). However,

developing nations should first improve their legal and property systems because an

effective legal system can help to prevent MNCs from exploiting developing nations'

workers and natural resources. By pursuing sustainable development, Third World

states can create more opportunities for themselves to increase the growth of human

capital. Since it takes time to improve human capital, however, governments of

developing countries must take more actions to sustain their economic growth and

preserve their natural resources by implementing regulations to support their

sustainable development goals. They not only need to create a win-win situation in the

international arena, they also need to create an equally beneficial situation in their

domestic economies (Baker, 2006, p. 133-158).

Perhaps the most significant obstacle to sustainable development in developing

nations is the lack of a proper political ideology, one that clearly highlights the

dilemma of whether to increase economic growth or to pursue sustainable
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development by taking a long term perspective and emphasizing improvement in

the population's well being. The supply of world resources and the capacity for waste-

absorption will be rapidly exceeded because of the dramatic increase in consumption

of natural resources and the concomitant production of waste that accompany Western

capitalism and industrialization and continued population growth. Short-term concern

for profits and economic growth crowds out environmental and long-term

development perspectives (Lairson and Skidmore, 2003, p. 434-438; Barbier, 2005, p.

11-17; Hoekman et al., 2002, p. 472-482; UNDP, 2003, p. 21-31). Poverty delays the

sustainable development process because a huge proportion of the Third World's

population must be more concerned about their daily survival than about pollution or

the social and human costs of unsustainable development. Moreover, the lack of

effective legal systems and endemic corruption create a situation in which MNCs can

exploit the Third World nations' workers and natural resources without penalty.

Developing nations certainly face trade-offs between economic development and

ecological protection, but in order to sustain their economic growth and human

development, they must learn to avoid degrading the ecosystem because, ultimately,

economic growth and environmental degradation are incompatible.

The main environmental opposition to NAFTA trade liberalizationamong the

United States, Canada, and Mexico revolves around access to Mexico's abundant

natural resources (Hogenboom, 1998, p. 134; Antweiler et al., 2001, p. 877). NAFTA

restrictions on the exploitation of slowly- or non-renewable resources, such as fossil

fuels, forests, water, and fish, are unclear. This was purposely done because US
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resources are being depleted as a consequence of its mass-consumption lifestyle and

thus are insufficient to support the still growing US population. The access to natural

resources in Mexico opened up by NAFTA might well increase Mexican

environmental degradation in the long run (Barkin, 1992, P. 280-28 1; Shrybman,

1993, p. 275).

Nevertheless, there are many studies pointing out that trade liberalization and

NAFTA will actually have positive long-term effects on the environment in Mexico

(Prestemon, 2000, p. 311; Turner et al., 2005, p. 104). Rising incomes, they assert,

affect environmental quality in a positive way, for, while an increase in economic

activity raises environmental degradation, it also permits a change toward more

environmentally friendly policies (Copeland and Taylor, 2004, p.66). Clearly, the

exploitation and use of natural resources are likely to accelerate along with Mexico's

economic expansion. It is the Mexican government's choice to deregulate or to

formulate environmental policies in a more sustainable way. The lack of enforcement

of Mexican environmental laws could create an overexploitation of natural resources

(Hufbauer and Schott, 2005, p.l6'7; Ocampo and Martin, 2003, p.158-163).

The 2001 Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) shows that Mexico has a

score of 45.3, slightly above the 45.2 of Thailand but below the 46.1 of Mali. It ranked

73rd
of all 122 countries in its sustainability index. The Mexican environment,

therefore, is not being treated in a sustainable way. This can be seen in the fact that air

quality and water quality in Mexico are lower than in other middle-income countries

(Esty and Cornelius, 2002, p. 173). Grossman and Krueger (1995, p. 353-360)
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extended Simon Kuznets's theory to estimate the relationship between

environmental quality and economic growth. By using this statistical model, they

argue that the middle-income nations with GDP per capita from 6,500 to 23,000 US

dollars, like Mexico, will experience an improvement in environmental standards

along with economic growth. In reality, however, this has not happened. The

environmental degradation in Mexico has actually "overwhelmed any benefits from

trade-led economic growth" (Gallagher, 2004, p. 1-15). Recent information from the

Instituto Nacional de EstadIstica, Geografia e Informática (2004) shows that, during

the late 1 990s, the financial cost of environmental degradation in Mexico was around

36 billion US dollars per year, whereas the benefits of economic growth were about 14

billion US dollars per year. This would seem to confirm our argument, that NAFTA,

indeed, causes environmental degradation and creates a negative effect on sustainable

development. The Mexican government should be concerned about sustaining its

environment and economic development in the long run. On the other hand, without

NAFTA, the Mexican government might have less incentive to improve effective

environmental legislation or enforcement. This is because international institutions

and NAFTA environmental standards force the Mexican government to address

domestic environmental standards.

Hence, some international political economists argue that it makes good sense

for developing states to pursue sustainable development and the improvement of

human capital for strictly nationalistic reasons. Providing education, health care,

gender equality, and equal opportunity to all citizens are some of the goals of human
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development that Third World nations should rigorously try to achieve. Beyond

their intrinsic value, such policies affect economic competitiveness and the economic

growth of a country in both the short and long term. Educational improvement not

only increases productivity and competitiveness in an economic sense, it also affects

non-economic issues by controlling the population explosion, reducing social

inequalities, and improving the health conditions of a state (Lairson and Skidmore,

2003, p. 444-445; UNDP, 2003, p. 26).

Like most other developing nations, Mexico currently prefers to pursue high

economic growth rates, unbridled capitalism, and rampant industrialization rather than

sustainable development. The Mexican governmentcynically or sincerely

apparently believes that NAFTA and trade liberalization can reduce poverty in

Mexico. The United Nations Development Programme (1IJNDP) (2003, p. 21),

however, has made it clear that liberalizing trade does not ensure either the elimination

of poverty or human development. Trade expansion alone neither guarantees

immediate economic growth nor long-term economic or human development. Indeed,

headlong pursuit of economic growth tends to widen the gap between rich and poor

and may be harmful to human development in the long run.
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CHAPTER FIVE

In order to test our hypotheses of the relationship between national income and

sustainable and human development factors in the pre- and post-NAFTA periods in

Mexico, it is very helpful to use a statistical model for estimating parameters in

quantitative terms. Although the statistical approach cannot exactly show the results of

NAFTA trade integration on Mexican sustainable and human development, it can

perhaps indicate something about the interrelation among them.

The Statistical Model

To study the relationship between economic growth and sustainable

development, I estimated a set of reduced-form equations2 that relates these

phenomena to the level of employment, health, and the environment in Mexico

(Greene, 2000, p. 379). This model is based on the study of Grossman and Krueger

(1995), who estimated several reduced-form equations to find the relationship between

the level of pollution in a location and a flexible function of the current and lagged

income per capita from the available panel data in the Global Environmental

Monitoring System (GEMS). Grossman and Krueger (1995) argue that there are two

main advantages of using a reduced-form approach. First, the reduced-form estimation

gives the net effect of a nation's income on sustainable development. Second, the

reduced-form approach does not need data on sustainable development, pollution

2
A reduced-form equation is an econometric model that has been rearranged algebraically so that each

endogenous variable is on the left side of one equation, and only predetermined variables (exogenous
variables and lagged endogenous variables) are on the right side.
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regulations, and the state of technology, which often are either not available or "are

of questionable validity" (Grossman and Krueger, 1995, p. 359-360). However, there

is a limitation to the reduced-form approach, which cannot explain why the estimated

relationship between sustainable development and income exists. Nevertheless,

Grossman and Krueger (1995) note that "documenting the reduced-form relationship

between pollution [and sustainable development goals] and income is an important

first step."

Let Y signify a measure of sustainable development, namely a composite of

the environment, employment, and health, in which i stands for the aspects of

sustainable development that I considered, and t is the time period between 1980 and

2004. Therefore, I measure the Mexican sustainable development in a reduced-form

equation as:

= a+G fl2G +fl3G +fl4 G+fl5 G2 +fl G31+fi7X
+ /38D + (1)

Where G1 is GDP per capita in year t in Mexico, G is the average GDP per

capita over the prior three years (i.e., lagged), X1is a vector of a covariate variable,

such as FDI inflow, D is a dummy variable3 of the pre- and post-NAFTA periods,

which are 1980 to 1993 (set equal to 0) and 1994 to 2004 (set equal to 1), respectively,

and eis an enor term. Thefl's are parameters to be estimated.

In an econometric model, a dummy variable is a variable that marks or encodes a particular attribute.
A dummy variable has the value zero or one for each observation, e.g., 1 for male and 0 for female.
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The three equations that I estimate, therefore, are:

environme = a + fl1Gv + fi G2 + + fl4 Genv t + fi envi + fl G3 envi-2 envt

+IJ7XFDIt +/J8D +Senvt

employment1 = a + fliGem t + fl2Gm t + fl3Gm i + fl4 Gem t+ fl5 G em_f-+ P6 G emt-

+ fl7 + /38D, + 6em t

healtht =a+fllGh +flG1 +fl3G +fl Gh +fi5 G2ht-+ fl6 G3,-

+JJ7XFDIt +fl8D1 +Shj

From our hypotheses, I expect the flu toflo to be positive for the environmental

factors, since an increase in economic growth tends to harm the environment (except

as Kuznets says, up to a certain point).The fl8 should also be positive because I expect

NAFTA to result in deterioration of the environment in Mexico. Similarly, the fi'

tofl6 for the employment and health factors should be negative, as I am expecting both

factors to be eroded by the increased emphasis on manufacturing, which is highly

machine-based and usually creates unhealthy working conditions. Therefore, from our

general expectation, the g in the health and employment equations should be

negative. The fl should be negative in all aspects because we expect FDI inflows to

erode the sustainable and human development factors.
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Data

This thesis relies on the Mexican time series data of the World Development

Indicators (WDI) during the period of 1980-2004 from the World Bank database. I

used GDP per capita (US dollars) to represent an increase in economic growth and

income from the NAFTA integration. The WDI collects GDP data from Mexican

national accounts. CO2 emissions (kg per 2000 PPP dollars of GDP) and Combustible

renewable and waste (% of total energy) are the environmental factors, the relationship

of which I would like to find with NAFTA economic cooperation. CO2 emissions data

are collected from Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center and Purchasing

Power Parity (PPP) data are from the World Bank. The CO2 emissions figure is the

total amount of carbon dioxide emitted by a country as a consequence of human

(production and consumption) activities. In the global carbon dioxide emission

estimates of the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center of Oak Ridge National

Laboratory in the United States, the calculated country emissions of carbondioxide

include emissions from consumption of solid, liquid, and gas fuels; cement

production; and gas flaring. National reporting to the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change that follows the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change guidelines is based on national emission inventories andcovers all sources of

anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions as well as carbon sinks (such as forests).

Combustible renewable and waste data are collected from International Energy

Agency (TEA) reports. The TEA collects the data by sending questionnaires to

government officials and entrepreneurs in all sectors throughout member countries.



Combustible renewable and waste refer to the amount of wood energy and wood

waste from consumption, transformation, and production in all sectors within a

country. Information on wood energy is included in the lEA coal questionnaire for

lEA member nations.

The employment factor is total unemployment rate (% of total labor force).

The health factors that I would like to examine include immunization against

Diphtheria, Pertussis, and Tetanus (DPT) (% of children ages 12-23 months),

immunization against measles (% of children ages 12-23 months), and life expectancy

at birth (years). Lastly, I postulate that the FDI inflow negatively affects the

sustainable development factors.

For easier calculation and interpretation of the statistical results (which,

otherwise, would be of the form 0.0000.. .x), I used G2 in quadrillion US$ and G3 in

quintillion US$ instead of in million US$. The GDP data from the World Bank are

arguably appropriate to use because they measure at the country level, and sustainable

development factors also measure at a country level. Lagged and current GDP are

highly correlated, therefore, I included an additional covariate variable4, FDI inflow,

to describe another important factor that may affect sustainable development factors in

Mexico.

covariate variable is a variable that is used in an analysis to correct, adjust, or modify the results on a
dependent variable before those results are related to one or more independent variables. For example,
in an analysis of how demographic factors (age, sex, education, etc.) relate to wage rates, monthly
earnings might first be adjusted to take account of(i.e., remove effects attributable to) number of hours
worked, which in this example would be the covariate.
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CHAPTER SIX

The following discusses the statistical findings within the limits imposed by

data availability and quality.

Estimation Results

I set up equation (1) for each of the sustainable development factors discussed

in Chapter Five. The statistical results show a strong correlation between current and

lagged GDP, as well as among powers of GDP. It is, therefore, difficult to obtain

precision in the estimates of individual coefficients (/3 fl8) To partly reduce the

effect of multicollinearity, I included the FDI inflow as a covariate variable. Grossman

and Krueger (1995, p.360) argue that the inclusion of covariate variables is not

necessary for unbiased estimation of the coefficients of interest. Including them,

however, can reduce the residual variance in the relationship between sustainable

factors and income, thus generating a more precise estimation and result. Most of the

coefficients of current and lagged GDP termsour indices of NAFTA's effectsare

not statistically significant. Only in a few cases does national income appear to be a

somewhat important determinant of sustainable and human development factors.

From the regression results, it can be observed that although most fi income

factors have negative signs with sustainable development factors (see Table 8), they

are not statistically significant. The /3 of the FDI inflow factor has both positive and

negative relationships with sustainable development factors (see Tables 8, 9 and 10),

but the positive coefficient alone is significant. The statistical results (see Table 7),
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therefore, force us to reject our hypothesis about the positive (causal) relationship

between economic growth and environmental degradation. fl statistical results

indicate that CO2 emissions are not significantly affected by either economic growth

or NAFTA. However, combustible renewable and waste emissions are shown to

decrease with the improvement of Mexican national income and in the post-NAFTA

period. Nevertheless, the results indicate that NAFTA integration has little, if any,

detrimental effect on the environment, while FDI contributes somewhat to

environmental degradation in Mexico. If, however, we consider FDI inflow as a main

result of NAFTA integration, then NAFTA is marginally harmful to Mexico's

environmental quality. Both of these results seem questionable, since greater

economic activity almost always creates larger amounts of waste materials.

Tables 8 and 9 present statistical results on the relationship between free trade

and employment and health. The calculation reveals that economic and income growth

are accompanied by some improvements in employment and health in Mexico in the

post- NAFTA period (see Tables 7, 9 and 10). On the other hand, employment in

agricultural and industrial sectors is decreasing. Employment in services sectors and

overall employment are improved after NAFTA integration. Immunizations against

DPT have trended upward in the post-NAFTA period along with an increase in life

expectancy at birth in the Mexican population. To repeat, all these trends were found

through statistical analysis.

The results on the relationship between FDI inflow and sustainable

development factors before and after NAFTA appear mixed. From the statistical
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results, FDI inflow from MNCs and other foreign investors correlates positively

with combustible renewable and waste emissions.

Factors

Combustible renewable and Significant at 5%
waste

Positive (increased) Negative (decreased)

Emploent m agncultural vrsj
__J

Employment in industry
___J

iveecrsej
in services
_J

_1_J
Immunization against DPTJ

j Jtive(increjexpectancyatbinhve(increased)

Table 7. The relationships of sustainable and human development factors with FDI and
NAFTA variables according to the sinhticant statistical results
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Figure 1. The Mexican GDP and FDI inflow from 1980 to 2004

Discussion

Figure 1 presents data that show the increases in Mexican GDP and FDI

inflow from 1980 to 2004. The GDP series clearly shows the effects of the Peso crisis

in 1994: a significant drop of GDP from 400,000 million US dollars in 1994 to

300,000 million US dollars in 1996. FDI inflow, on the other hand, has been

increasing since 1987, except for a drop off between 2001 and 2003. In 1992, FDI

inflow was 5,000 million US dollars, increasing to nearly 27,000 million US dollars in



2001. NAFTA, of course, significantly enhanced FDI inflow toward the Mexican

economy.

statistical results do not quite support a developmental economics
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perspective, which states that a country has to trade off between its economic growth

and environmental degradation (Copeland and Taylor, 1994, p. 755; Copeland and

Taylor, 2004, p. 66; Baker, 2006, p. 25). Even though many studies point out that an

increased income does not degrade environmental quality, those studies were largely

based on data from all the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) countries (Grossman and Krueger, 1995, p. 353; Antweiler et al., 2001, p.

877). They do not mainly focus on low income and developing nations.

Figure 2 shows the trends of both CO2 emissions and Combustible renewable

and waste emissions from the raw data. It can be seen that CO2 emissions generally

paralleled improvements and declines in the Mexican economy. Combustible

renewable and waste emissions, however, register a gradual downward trend. The

environmental factors in Figure 2 suggest that, despite the increase in economic

growth since NAFTA, the new international and NAFTA environmental standards and

environmentally friendly technology may have had some dampening effects on CO2

emissions in Mexico. CO2 emissions were increasing since 1987, well before the

NAFTA integration, but have shown a slight decline afterwards. Since one of the

major contributions to CO2 is the transportation sector, the ever-growing number of

cars, trucks, and buses should ensure increases in CO2 emissions, so the reported data

are puzzling.
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The downward trend reported for Combustible renewable and waste

emissions (see Figure 2) may be an artifact of the fact that the only available data for

these emissions were expressed as percentages of total energy, thus, with a larger use

of energy, even a lesser percentage could represent a greater rather than a declining

environmental impact. Moreover, the data are highly suspect because they are derived

from questionnaire answers, which could be misleading. So, it becomes necessaryif

any hypothesis of increased environmental degradation accompanying economic

growth is to be confirmed or refutedto analyze more closely. Accordingly, I looked

at data on water pollution in different industries in Mexico. Figure 3 shows that water

pollution in the various industries tracked has been essentially flat since NAFTA came

into effect. We, therefore, cannot clearly associate NAFTA trade integration with the

Mexican water pollution situations.
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Figure 2: CO2 and Combustible renewable and waste emissions in Mexico from 1980
to 2003

The data indicate that organic water pollution emissions have been increasing,

but show that the upward trend began in 1982, long before NAFTA trade integration.

Our hypothesis, thus, cannot be confirmed by these data. It would seem, from the

statistical results and contrary to our expectations, that Mexico's overall

environmental degradation has not been a result ofjoining NAFTA.
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From the employment and health perspectives, statistical results suggest

that an increase of national income does marginally improve the employment rates and

the population's health statuslife expectancy at birthalthough rather less than was

promised by NAFTA supporters. Yet the raw data (seeFigure 5) show that the only

significant improvement in employment rates was in the services sector, and it

occurred prior to 1994. The anticipation of NAFTA could have caused an upward

trend well before the implementation! The trustworthiness of the data being used,

however, is questionable since the unemployment rate of 2 or 3 percent is wildly

understated. A possible explanation for the low unemployment rates is the existence in

Mexico of an immense informal economy, which does not report its transactions and

is therefore being neglected in the process of collecting national data. Moreover, our

equations do not consider other external forces that might affect the environment,

employment, and health quality in Mexico, such as governmental regulations,

international institutions' policies, or even availability of information for the Mexican

population.
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Table 8: Regressions for the relationshzp between economic growth and

Environmental factors of sustainable development in Mexico

Environmental factors

CO2 emissions Combustible renewable and waste
(kg per 2000 PPP dollars of GDP) (% of total energy)

a 0553** 6.931**
(0.044) (0.233)

/3 -0.069 22392**
1

(1.401) (5.387)

/5
2

4.480 -1.525
(3.319) (1.719)

/5 0.000 -1.000
(0.000) (2.000)

/5 -0.186 -0.127
(1.454) (6.252)

9.980* 3.917
/35 (5.239) (2.671)

0.000 3.000
/56 (0.000) (2.000)

/5 -1.820 3.033**
(2.831) (1.432)

/5 -4.358 2.852**
8

(2.856) (1.422)

N, K 22,8 23,8

0.9473

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses.
** Significant at the 5% level with conventional t-test.
* Significant at the 10% level with conventional t-test.
N is the number of observations, and K is the number of independent variables.
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Table 9: Regressions of the relationship between economic growth and Employment

factors of sustainable development in Mexico

Employment in
agriculture
(% of total

employment)
a 23.574**

(1.846)

181
-5.378

(4.264)

Is
2

0.383

(1.361)

lB
3

1.900

(1.500)

iS
4

1.650

(4.948)

- 1.476

(2.113)

2.200

/36 H (1.400)

7
-0.695

(1.134)

/3
8

3.l58**

(1.125)

N,K 23,8

R2 0.8857

Employment factors

Employment in Employment in Total unemployment
industry services (% of total labor force)

(% of total (% of total
employment) employment)
26.998** 27.840** 2.299**

(1.659) (4.786) (0.911)

3.406 2.590** 1.047

(3.831) (1.105) (2.104)

-1.055 3.191 0.101

(1.223) (3.529) (6.717)

3.200** 1.600 2.000

(1.299) (3.899) (7.000)

-3.252 3.384** -1.607

(4.446) (1.282) (2.441)

-0.583 23.829** 2.028*

(1.899) (5.479) (1.043)

3.800** 0.700 7.000

(1.299) (3.700) (7.000)

1.368 -4.335 -5.877

(1.019) (2.939) (5.596)

2.117** 8.95l** 1.573**

(1.011) (2.917) (0.553)

23,8 24,7 23,8

0.6766 0.9496 0.6140

Notes: Standard enors are in parentheses.
** Significant at the 5% level with conventional t-test.
* Significant at the 10% level with conventional t-test.
N is the number of observations, and K is the number of independent variables.
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Table 10: Regressions for the relationship between economic growth and Health

factors of sustainable development in Mexico

Health factors

Immunization of DPT Immunization of measles Total life expectancy at birth
(% of children ages 12-23 (% of children ages of 12- (years)

months) 23 months)
a 3.582** 4.234* 69.093**

(1.670) (2.360) (1.562)

2.484 0.650 2.844
(3.857) (5.451) (3.608)

0.213 0.971 -0.121
2

(1.231) (1.740) (1.151)

0.569 0.579 0.200
(1.350) (1.909) (1.299)

fi 9.731** 12.783** 9.609**
(4.476) (6.326) (4.186)

-1.982 -2.026 3395*
,85 (1.912) (2.702) (1.788)

0.240 -2.340 -1.799
i86 (1.290) (1.820) (1.200)

-1.690 -1.657 -13.573
(1.025) (1.449) (9.595)

/3 2.292** 1.712 26.612**
8

(1.018) (1.438) (9.522)

N,K 23,8 23,8 23,8
R2 0.8167 0.7268 0.8981

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses.
** Significant at the 5% level with conventional t-test.
* Significant at the 10% level with conventional t-test.
N is the number of observations, and K is the number of independent variables.
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Figure 6: Immunizations against DPT and measles and life expectancy at birth in
Mexico from 1980 to 2003

Total unemployment rates (which, as just pointed out, are given at an

unrealistically low level to begin with) registered a very slight increase after NAFTA

trade integration and the Peso Crisis in 1994 and 1995 (see Figure 5). Thus, NAFTA

did not dramatically reduce the unemployment rates in Mexico, as was promised in the

build up to the NAFTA agreements. From our statistical results, NAFTA seems to

have slightly increased the unemployment rates overall. However, NAFTA also is

associated with a marked increase in employment in the services sectors. With the

employment rate in services increasing more than unemployment in the agricultural

and industry sectors, the overall unemployment rate could well register a slight

increase.
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The health standards in Mexico, however, have definitely improved along

with the increase in national income and per capita income, although mainly during

the ten years before NAFTA integration (see Figure 6). Arguably, this improvement

makes sense because any increase in per capita income would permit the Mexican

population to spend more on health care services for themselves (Gillis et al., 1996, p.

272). Any improvements in medical services and technology can be expected to add to

life expectancy at birth. Economic growth, however, cannot be seen as entirely

beneficial to the well-being of the Mexican population, considering the long-tenn

effects of environmental degradation on human welfare. The lack of public health

expenditure is another of the reasons the Mexican standard of living may seem

inadequate. In 2003, the Mexican government spent only 3.0 % of GDP on public

health care services (WDI, 2005, online), a lower percentage than in some other

middle-income nations, e.g., Poland with 5.0 %, but the Mexican government still

spent more than the Thai government's 2.0% of public health expenditure.

1980 1990 1994 2000 2004
GDP per capita, 4241.96 6223.75 7343.28 9046.27 9803.24
PPP(intemational$)

Lifeexpectancyat 6676 7077 7252 7399 7509
birth(years)

Table 11: GDP per capita and life expectancy at birth in Mexico

Table 11 shows increases in life expectancy at birth along with increase in

GDP per capita. Life expectancy at birth increased 6 % from 1980 to 1990 and 1.4 %

from 2000 to 2004. Although life expectancy at birth does somewhat improve along
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with economic development in Mexico, NAFTA is clearly not a major source of

this improvement.

While trade liberalization has increased GDP and per capita income in Mexico,

it has not decreased inequality or improved well being throughout the society. This is

because economic growth is only a necessary, not a sufficient, condition for human

development. Human development depends on the quality of economic growth, not

just the quantity. Human development, thus, is a form of development that includes

building human capabilities (Lederman et al., 2005, p. 27-77; UNDP, 2003, p. 2 1-27;

Hoekman et al., 2002, p. 483). Trade generates essentially static welfare gains by

increasing efficiency in production and consumption. It does not mean that growth

contributes to human development. Economic growth and human development,

however, do tend to be mutually reinforcing. This is because a rising income allows

for greater human development through increased investment in education and health

care. The United Nations Development Programme (2003, p. 27) asserts that free trade

has an indirect effect on human development by enhancing human capabilities and

reducing income inequality, but as we have seen, this is not always the case.

In Mexico, huge sectors of the population have witnessed income and human

development inequality increase since the 1980s (ECLAC, 2001, p. 50). The

asymmetric trends in poverty, income distribution, and standards of living are

increasing due to the business cycle, corruption, and the wage gap between skilled and

unskilled workers. Economic liberalization makes Mexico vulnerable in both

economic and social senses (Ocampo and Martin, 2003, p. 109). The widening
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disparity in income distribution not oniy affects educational standards but also other

living standards. Furthermore, it creates ethical and political problems in Mexico

(World Bank, 2002, p. 4).

It is, therefore, the responsibility of the Mexican government to opt for

macroeconomic policies that create a more equal Mexican society in both the

economic and human development spheres, for more even development would benefit

far more people than the current uneven process does. In the long run, it creates, not

only greater liberalization in trade and information flows, it increases competitiveness,

efficiency, and human capabilities.

From data in 2002, income inequality in Mexico can be seen as an extreme

problem. While the highest 10% of the population held 39.39% of income share, the

lowest 10% of the population held only 1.60% of income share. Moreover, the

percentage of the Mexican population who live on $1 a day was 4.45%. The

percentage of the population who live under the national poverty line was 37.10% and

20.30% in 1996 and 2002, respectively. The drop in poverty was very significant, but

it is difficult to argue that it principally derives from free trade and NAFTA. On the

other hand, there is ample evidence that NAFTA did not contribute adequately to the

improvement of income equality in Mexico. The Gini coefficient5 was 49.54 in 2002,

only slightly decreased from 54.60 in 2000, which indicates that the inequality in

Gini coefficient or (lini concentration ratio is derived from the Lorenz Curve. It is used to measure
inequality from national income distributions. A Gini coefficient of 100.0 means that the society has
severe income inequality, whereas, as the Gini coefficient moves below 50.0, income distribution in the
society is increasingly more equal.



Mexican society remains quite high (WDI, 2005, online) compared with Poland's

Gini coefficient of 34 in 2002 and Thailand's Gini coefficient of 42.

Neither did the adult literacy rate in Mexico improve much after NAFTA

integration. In 1990, it was 87.35 % of people ages 15 and above, and it edged up to

90.95% in 2004. Moreover, the total primary completion rate has been constant at 6%

of relevant age groups between 1991 and 2004. School enrollments, however, showa

more positive picture. Preprimary school, primary school, secondary school, and

tertiary school gross enrollment ratios (see Note 1 in Chapter One) were 63, 111, 52,

and 14 percent in 1991. In 2003, they were 81, 109, 79, and 22 percent, respectively.

The participation of Mexico in NAFTA may make some contribution to Mexican

educational improvement, although public policies are surely the primary contributor.

Significantly, the Mexican government spends a higher percentage of GDP on

education (WDI, 2005, online) than most middle-income countries (5% in 2003

compared with approximately 3.5%).

On the other hand, it is clear that NAFTA is not solving the unemployment

problem of the Mexican population. Jobs have become more plentiful only for the

least educated workers. High percentages of the Mexican labor force who finished

secondary and tertiary school levels still cannot find employment. In 2003, total

unemployment of workers with a primary education was 10.90% of total

unemployment, down from 55.50 in 1993, whereas unemployment of workers with a

secondary and tertiary education was 27.80 and 53 percent, respectively, compared to

23.80 and 14.70 in 1993 (WDI, 2005, onhine).That higher percentages of better
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educated workers are unable to find jobs in post-NAFTA. Mexico constitutes a

withering indictment of the Liberal paradigm on which NAFTA is based.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusion

The estimation results using the data from Chapter Six show that our

hypotheses of economic growth having a negative impact on sustainable development

in Mexico give somewhat varied picture. For instance, from the statistical analysis,

NAFTA integration's effects on the environmental conditions in Mexico are mixed.

CO2 emissions and Combustible renewable and waste emissions appear to be

marginally decreasing in the post-NAFTA period. Water pollution in the food industry

and organic water pollution emissions (see Figures 2, 3, and 4) have increased along

with the expansion of the Mexican economy, yet these indices of environmental

degradation cannot be said to be a result of NAFTA integration because they all began

well before 1994. Although employment rates in Mexico seemed to increase slightly

after NAFTA in 1994, it can be seen from the data that the services industry is actually

the only sector that enjoyed an employment increase. Employment in agricultural

sectors has been decreasing over time (see Figure 5). Contrarily, the health and

educational standards in Mexico are higher since NAFTA, but probably because of an

increase in national and per capita income, since, again, the improvements began long

before NAFTA went into effect.

We can now answer some of the questions about how the Human Development

Index (HDI) and the Gini coefficient have changed after NAFTA integration and what

interrelationship those changes might have. Apparently, NAFTA does not create



solely negative impacts on the environment in Mexico, as the opponents of NAFTA

integration argue. Even more surprising, it has produced somewhat positive outcomes

on human development in Mexico, although the expansion of the Mexican economy

and globalization in general are probably the main reasons for these improvements. In

contrast, enormous extremes of inequality still exist in Mexican society, and

environmental degradation continues. This is primarily because the Mexican

government chooses economic growth and increase in industrial output over human

and sustainable development in both the short and the long run. The role of

international institutions in devising policies for solving these problems is minimal

because the Liberal views of free trade advantages crowd out human development and

environmental perspectives in Mexico and other developing countries. This is

compounded by the pressing need both of individuals and of politicians to sustain

their economic growth and higher income, which are given priority over protection of

their environment or improvement in human resources. Somewhat in line with our

general expectation, therefore, whatever quantitative improvements NAFTA may have

brought, its contributions to sustainable development and human development seem

less impressive.

Moreover, the lack of effective legal systems and the removal of regulations on

business create a situation in which corporations can exploit Mexican workers and

natural resources without penalty. In this sense, it appears that NAFTA, rather than

solving, is in some ways exacerbating the problems of income inequality and

degradation of the environment in Mexico. Nevertheless, all problems of sustainable



and human development in Mexico cannot be blamed on NAFTA. The basic fact is

that, while freer trade may create benefits from better allocation of resources, it does

not ensure a fairer distribution of income or the preservation of natural resources, both

core features of sustainable development. It is the Mexican government's

responsibility to its people to allocate the gains from trade more equitably in the

society and to protect their environment through regulations and public awareness.

From the above, it would seem that the Mexican government has placed

insufficient emphasis on the improvement of human capital and the pursuit of

sustainable development. The irony is that such policies could be enacted for strictly

nationalistic reasons. Providing education, health care, gender equality, and equal

opportunity to all Mexican citizens would increase economic competitiveness and

economic growth in both the short and long term. Educational improvement not only

increases productivity and competitiveness in an economic sense, it also affects non-

economic issues by reducing rapid population growth, shrinking social inequalities,

and improving the health conditions of Mexico (Gillis et al., 1996, p. 250-259; IJNDP,

2003, p. 26).

The Mexican government needs to recognize that trade expansion alone does

not guarantee either immediate or long-term human development (UNDP, 2003, p.

21), much less sustainable development. Most importantly, headlong pursuit of

economic growth leaves and sometimes tends to widen the gap between rich and poor,

with concomitant skewing of political power in favor of elites, to the detriment ofa

more just society, and therefore sustainable development, in Mexico.
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